INTRODUCTION
In this paper we explore the extension of results obtained in [2] to a broader class of problems. The author's motivation is as follows. Many practical large-scale linear programs in energy and food allocation modelling can be easily partitioned to the form where b ^ 0, B is essentially Leontief (to be defined later), and B x -b accounts for most of the constraints. Programs having Leontief constraint sets can be solved without inversion [2] and procedures taking advantage of this fact in solving (1.1) are of interest. In this paper we explore the results obtained in [2] on Leontief Systems and extend these to use on essentially Leontief Systems.
In the interest of brevity we borrow heavily from [2] in notation and preliminary results. n-*oo Note that u* e F and t?* E C. Finally, dénote the dual feasible set of (2.1) as
Consider the foUowing four conditions:
1. P 8 è0, 5 e A; (2.2)
2. p(Pj) < 1 for ail 8 e A;
D*0;
4. I-P h has a positive diagonal for each 8 e A. These conditions hold for discounted (semi-) Markov décisions and the discounted processes of Veinott [3] . Under these conditions C = R m , In Koehler [2] condition 2 was relaxed to yield 2. p(P 5 ) < 1 for some 8 e A. Notice that the isotonicity of if (.) and L (u*) e C give an easily satisfied safficient condition for picking a point, v°, of C. That is, let v° =-Me where M > 0 and e is an WÎ vector of ones.
SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF THE P 6 's AND GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES OF D
In this section we extend almost all of the properties found in [2] which relate the spectral radii of the P 6 f s to boundedness of D and the property that it has a non-empty interior. From [2] we have: PROPOSITION The following results from [2] can be established under the conditions of (2.4). 
THE IRREDUCIBLE CASE
Refer to [2] for appropriate définitions. In this section we assume:
Âssumption B
B of problem (2.3) is not permutable to an essentially dynamic Leontief matrix.
Assumption B can be tested by discarding each non-positive column of B and using the procedures mentioned in [2] on the remaining matrix. ô $ range (7-P ô ) if some row has no positive element since then this row is a vector of zeroes and the corresponding element of c ô is négative by assumption. Thus c ô £ range (ƒ-P §). The rest follows from Proposition 2.5 parts (5) and (4).
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